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in tekla structures 2021, you can continue to add value to your
models by importing shapes like.skp,.ifc files, dwgs, dgns, etc., but

now you can more effectively keep track of all these changes. with a
fresh new look to the shape catalog, you will also experience

improved performance with clarity in organizing bim parts, sorting
shapes, creating groups and/or tree structures, as well as the ability
to add tags, star shapes and other actions you might need to keep

track of your imported shape changes. tekla structural designer
2021 now includes the ability to do drift checking in both the dxf and
the dxf-3d formats. tekla supports dxf formats which are supported

by most drawing packages and dxf-3d is the industry standard
format for the cad of building, civil and mechanical engineering
applications. tekla provides accurate, fast, and easy-to-use drift

checking with the dxf-3d format, and also supports the dxf format. in
tekla structural designer 2021, you can now define a reinforced

concrete wall as a composite member in the design. you can now
specify the amount of reinforcement steel or the reinforcement

concrete volume for each reinforcement in the stack. you can also
specify reinforcement thickness and the reinforcement location (flat

or vertical) to increase the efficiency of reinforcement. tekla
structural designer 2021 has been updated to support the latest
version of autodesk revit. the latest release of revit adds many

features and new capabilities to the software, as well as a number of
bug fixes to tekla structural designer. the tekla structural designer

2021 has been updated to support the new version of autodesk revit.
this update brings many new capabilities and new features to tekla

structural designer including the autodesk rvt tooling and tekla
structures 2011 integration. the improvements also add capabilities

and options for performing geometry-based assembly creation.
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now you can use tekla
structures as a collaboration

tool for your projects. you
can easily share your models
with your colleagues and the

project team. as you build
your models with tekla

structures you can also easily
and quickly share the models

in the cloud with your
colleagues. you can easily

collaborate with your
colleagues on a model using
tekla structures in the cloud.
now you can directly import
tekla structures models into
ptc’s ptc creo. any ptc creo
project created in ptc creo

can be imported directly into
tekla structures. this will
enable you to share the

model with your colleagues
and the project team. you
can now import and export
images for your model. as

you import and export
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images in your model you
have direct control of their
import and export process.

this means that you can
create a model with tekla

structures and add images
with your user interface. then

you can open the model in
ptc’s ptc creo and import the
images from the project into

the model and export the
model to the cloud. this
enables you to quickly

update your model with new
images, and share the model

with your colleagues.
importing the model's global
data enables users to import

location data and
topographic or geospatial

attributes, enabling it to be
used in the model as the

global location. this means
that you can utilise features

like building boundary or
topographic controls to
specify other location

information such as address,
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phone or em. tekla structures
2021 includes a new import
feature which enables users
to import a tekla structures
model directly from trimble

connect. this means that you
can use a mobile device to do

a tekla structures scan and
then upload the scan directly
to trimble connect. once the
scan is imported, the global

data can be added to the
model to enable it to be used

in a project. 5ec8ef588b
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